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SCOTI

Text-based search on autogenerated image captioning

Geologist’s Headache with Too Many
Images
Task: find ALL nodules in
10,000+ images from Curiosity

"Piled Higher and Deeper" by Jorge Cham www.phdcomics.com

A rover could pass by a green monster (a metaphor for
a serendipitous encounter with important scientific
features) without being noticed by ground operations
because image acquisition is not commanded at that
moment or the image of the green monster is simply
not downlinked due to the limitation in the
communication capacity

Even with a filtered collection, a geologist will
often have to manually eyeball thousands of
images on PDS to find subtle features that s/he is
researching (e.g., nodules, veins, layers with a
particular geometry)
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How SCOTI/ImageSpace can help:
• Index all images on-board
• Generate captions/hash code
• Ground scientists specify features of
interest by text or sample images
• Rover selectively returns data relevant to
the query
• Deep net is feasible to run on-board with
HPSC
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Text sequence learning with “ShowAttend-Tell” model [1]
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Proposed plan:
• All MSL images on PDS are
preprocessed and indexed by SCOTI
and ImageSpace
• Users can search images by text or
image similarity
• Geospatial user interface currently
being developed
• Collect training data through PDS to
improve performance
• Prototype release in April (internal to
JPL)
• Public release TBD
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Auto-generated image captions by SCOTI on validation
set
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Convert “drive-only” rovers to a scientifically valuable one
Example: The future Sample Fetch Rover
concept for Mars Sample Return
• No science instruments planned to be
accommodated; “drive-only” mission
• Need to take navigation images for every
~1m
• Up to ~1 km/Sol = 1,000 images/Sol
• Has bandwidth limitation; may not be able
to send all images

Contact: ono@jpl.nasa.gov
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• Network trained with ~3,000 annotated images created by a geologist
• Training & validation sets contain NAVCAM and MASTCAM images from
MSL
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the view of bedrock with
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sand dune field in front of
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